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On the Other Side of the Hill - Roger Lea
MacBride 1995-09-15
The Little House books have captivated

generations of readers with theirstory of the
little pioneer girt Laura Ingalls growing up on
the American frontier. Now the Little House
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story continues with The Rocky Ridge Years,
books that tell the story of Laura and Almanzo
Wilder's daughter, Rose. The first three books in
the series, Little House On Rocky Ridge, Little
Farm In the Ozarks, and In the Land of the Big
Red Apple, describe the Wilders' covered-wagon
journey to Missouri and their first two years in
their new farmhouse. On The Other Side of the
Hill continues their story as the young Wilder
family struggles to overcome a series of natural
disasters that beset their little farm. On The
Other Side of the Hill continues the story that
Laura Ingalls Wilder began more than sixty
years ago -- a story whose wonder and adventure
have charmed millions of readers.
Pioneer Sisters - Laura Ingalls Wilder
1997-01-31
Together, Laura, Mary, and Carrie play games,
find mischief, and explore the wild as they travel
and settle throughout the Midwest. Join in the
fun with everyone's favorite pioneer sisters!
In the Land of the Big Red Apple - Roger Lea

MacBride 1995-04-15
Eight going on nine, Rose Wilder is beginning to
settle into her new life in Missouri, the Land of
the Big Red Apple. Her father is building their
farmhouse and she dreams of the day they'll
have their own bright crop to harvest. But before
that can happen, she has a fierce ice storm to
contend with and her first real Christmas in the
Ozarks to enjoy.
On the Way Home - Laura Ingalls Wilder 1990
Describes the sights and events a frontier family
encounters travelling from South Dakota to the
Ozarks.
Little House on Rocky Ridge - Roger Lea
MacBride 2007-05
In 1894 Laura Ingalls Wilder, her husband, and
her seven-year-old daughter Rose leave the
Ingalls family in Dakota and make the long and
difficult journey to Missouri to start a new life.
Reprint.
River Boy - William Anderson 2003-02-18
Ste-e-e-eamboat's a-comin'!" Along the banks of
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the great Mississippi River, a young boy named
Samuel Clemens raced to the docks whenever he
heard that familiar cry. He dreamed of exploring
the world beyond his river town. Little did he
know that one day he would become the famous
writer Mark Twain, and write about his boyhood
adventures along the bustling river waterfront in
the classic stories The Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn and The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer. Sam's exploits take him from the
printing presses of the Hannibal Courier to the
decks of the steamboats that travel the mighty
Mississippi, and even to the Wild West. Now
noted historian William Anderson tells the
colorful story of Sam's life as he grows from a
mischievous boy into the enterprising author.
Dan Andreasen's fresh, vibrant paintings capture
the spirit of the storyteller who will live on
forever as one of America's literary icons.
There's Someone Inside Your House - Stephanie
Perkins 2017-09-26
Now a Netflix Feature Film! “A heart-pounding

page-turner with an outstanding cast of
characters, a deliciously creepy setting, and an
absolutely merciless body count.” –Courtney
Summers, New York Times bestselling author of
Sadie and The Project A New York Times
bestseller It’s been almost a year since Makani
Young came to live with her grandmother and
she’s still adjusting to her new life in rural
Nebraska. Then, one by one, students at her
high school begin to die in a series of gruesome
murders, each with increasing and grotesque
flair. As the body count rises and the terror
grows closer, can Makani survive the killer’s
twisted plan?
A Little Prairie House - Laura Ingalls Wilder
1999-03-21
Long, long ago, a little girl named Laura Ingalls
headed west toward the prairie with her Pa, her
Ma, her sisters, Mary and Carrie, and their good
old bulldog, Jack. They traveled far each day in
their covered wagon, driving through tall grass
until they found just the right spot for their new
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home. With the help of their kind neighbor, Mr.
Edwards, Pa built a snug little house for the
family in the middle of the wide-open prairie.
Laura Ingalls Wilder's Little House books have
been cherished by generations of readers. Now
for the first time, the youngest readers can share
her adventure in these very special picture
books adapted from Laura Ingalls Wilder's
beloved story-books. Renee Graef's warm
paintings, inspired by Garth Williams' classic
Little House illustrations, bring Laura and her
family lovingly to life. Renée Graef recieved her
bachelor's degree in art from the University of
Wisconsin at Madison. She is the illustrator of
teh paper dolls and the Kirsten books in the
American Girls Collection. She is also an avid
hat collector, with over 150 hats at last count.
She lives in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, with her
huisband, Tim, and thier children, Maggie and
Maxfeild.Join the Ingalls family as they pick a
special spot on the prairie and build their snug
log cabin home. Their new neighbor, Mr.

Edwards, comes by to help, and after the hard
work is through, everyone sings and dances to
the joyful music of Pa's fiddle. Renee Graef's
enchanting full-color illustrations, inspired by
Garth William's classic artwork, bring Laura and
her family lovingly to life in this eleventh title in
the My First Little House Books series, adapted
from Laura Ingalls Wilder's beloved storybooks.
Bachelor Girl - Roger Lea MacBride
2009-07-10
Having left her parents' farm, teenage Rose
moves out to San Francisco and joins the
thousands of "bachelor girls" supporting
themselves
Christmas in the Big Woods - Laura Ingalls
Wilder 1997-09-20
Long ago, a little girl named Laura Ingalls lived
in a little house in the Big Woods of Wisconsin
with her Pa, her Ma, her sisters, Mary and
Carrie, and their good old bulldog, Jack. Winter
was just around the corner, and Laura worked
hard to help make the little house ready for the
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cold days ahead. Soon there was frost on the
windows and snow on the ground, but Laura and
her folks were warm and cozy in their snug little
house in the Big Woods. Laura Ingalls Wilder's
Little House books have been cherished by
generations of readers. Now for the first time,
the youngest readers can share her adventures
in these very special picture books adapted from
Laura Ingalls Wilder's beloved storybooks.
Renée Graef's warm paintings, inspired by Garth
Williams' classic Little House illustrations, bring
Laura and her family lovingly to life.
The Selected Letters of Laura Ingalls Wilder William Anderson 2016-03-08
Available for the first time and collected in one
volume, the letters of one of America’s most
beloved authors, Laura Ingalls Wilder—a
treasure trove that offers new and unexpected
understanding of her life and work. The Selected
Letters of Laura Ingalls Wilder is a vibrant,
deeply personal portrait of this revered
American author, illuminating her thoughts,

travels, philosophies, writing career, and
dealings with family, friends, and fans as never
before. This is a fresh look at the adult life of the
author in her own words. Gathered from
museums and archives and personal collections,
the letters span over sixty years of Wilder’s life,
from 1894–1956 and shed new light on Wilder’s
day-to-day life. Here we see her as a
businesswoman and author—including her
beloved Little House books, her legendary
editor, Ursula Nordstrom, and her readers—as a
wife, and as a friend. In her letters, Wilder
shares her philosophies, political opinions, and
reminiscences of life as a frontier child. Also
included are letters to her daughter, writer Rose
Wilder Lane, who filled a silent role as editor
and collaborator while the famous Little House
books were being written. Wilder biographer
William Anderson collected and researched
references throughout these letters and the
result is an invaluable historical collection,
tracing Wilder’s life through the final days of
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covered wagon travel, her life as a farm woman,
a country journalist, Depression-era author, and
years of fame as the writer of the Little House
books. This collection is a sequel to her beloved
books, and a snapshot into twentieth-century
living.
Summertime in the Big Woods - Laura Ingalls
Wilder 1996-05-10
Summer is here! The warm days of summer have
arrived, and that means Laura gets to spend funfilled days outdoors! The winter is finally over,
and now it is summertime! Laura and Mary are
busy all day helping Ma in the garden and
playing outside. Renée Graef’s enchanting fullcolor illustrations, inspired by Garth Williams’
classic artwork, bring Laura and her family
lovingly to life in this sixth title in the My First
Little House book series, picture books adapted
from Laura Ingalls Wilder’s beloved storybooks.
On the Banks of Plum Creek - Laura Ingalls
Wilder 2016-03-08
The fourth book in Laura Ingalls Wilder’s

treasured Little House series, and the recipient
of a Newbery Honor—now available as an ebook!
This digital version features Garth Williams’s
classic illustrations, which appear in vibrant full
color on a full-color device and in rich black-andwhite on all other devices. The adventures of
Laura Ingalls and her family continue as they
leave the prairie and travel in their covered
wagon to Walnut Grove, Minnesota. Here they
settle in a new home made of sod beside the
banks of Plum Creek. Soon Pa builds a
wonderful new little house with real glass
windows and a hinged door. Laura and her sister
Mary go to school, help with the chores, and fish
in the creek. At night everyone listens to the
merry music of Pa's fiddle. Misfortunes come in
the form of a grasshopper plague and a terrible
blizzard, but the pioneer family works hard
together to overcome these challenges. The nine
Little House books are inspired by Laura’s own
childhood and have been cherished by
generations of readers as both a unique glimpse
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into America’s frontier history and as
heartwarming, unforgettable stories.
On Tide Mill Lane - Melissa Wiley 2007-09-04
In the second book of the Charlotte Years series,
winter is approaching and Charlotte's days are
filled with cornhusking, candle dipping, and
helping Mama mind baby Mary. Reissue.
Laura's Ma - Laura Ingalls Wilder 1999-02-01
Laura, her mother, and other family members
share many exciting adventures while living as
pioneers on the American frontier.
Little Town on the Prairie - Laura Ingalls Wilder
2007
Laura spends her fifteenth summer working
hard to help send Mary to a college for the blind.
Plainsong - Kent Haruf 2001-04-03
National Book Award Finalist A heartstrong
story of family and romance, tribulation and
tenacity, set on the High Plains east of Denver.
In the small town of Holt, Colorado, a high
school teacher is confronted with raising his two
boys alone after their mother retreats first to the

bedroom, then altogether. A teenage girl—her
father long since disappeared, her mother
unwilling to have her in the house—is pregnant,
alone herself, with nowhere to go. And out in the
country, two brothers, elderly bachelors, work
the family homestead, the only world they've
ever known. From these unsettled lives emerges
a vision of life, and of the town and landscape
that bind them together—their fates somehow
overcoming the powerful circumstances of place
and station, their confusion, curiosity, dignity
and humor intact and resonant. As the milieu
widens to embrace fully four generations, Kent
Haruf displays an emotional and aesthetic
authority to rival the past masters of a classic
American tradition.
God Bless This Mess - Hannah Brown
2021-11-23
A New York Times bestseller. “My life was a
complete mess, and God bless all of it. Because
it’s in the messes where we learn the most—as
long as we slow down enough to realize what
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God is trying to show us.” Suddenly in the
spotlight, twenty-four-year-old Hannah Brown
realized that she wasn’t sure what she wanted.
After years of competing in beauty pageants,
and then starring on The Bachelorette and
Dancing with the Stars, she had become
incredibly visible. There she was, in her early
twenties, with millions around the world
examining and weighing in on her every
decision. She found herself wondering what it
would mean to live on her terms. What it would
mean to stop seeking approval from others and
decide—for the first time—what it was she
wanted from her own life. An honest and earnest
examination of her own mid-twenties, God Bless
This Mess is a memoir that doesn’t claim to have
all the answers. Hannah knows she doesn’t have
all the answers. What she does have is the
insight of someone who has spent critical years
of her youth under public scrutiny. Thus what
emerges is a quarter-life memoir that speaks to
the set of difficulties young women face, and

how to move through them with grace. By
pushing against her engrained need to seek
approval, and learning how to think critically
about her own goals and desires, Hannah
inspires others to do the same—and to embrace
the messiness that comes hand-in-hand with selfdiscovery (even if that sometimes means falling
flat on your face). Using her time on The
Bachelorette as a launching pad, Hannah doesn’t
shy away from the most painful experiences of
her life: moments when her faith was tested,
when she feared it was lost, and the moments
when she reclaimed it on national television.
“And Jesus still loves me.” Fans will be inspired
by the never-before-told stories: the ones about
facing depression and anxiety during her
pageant years, the ways in which therapy and
journaling have proven to be a saving grace, and
the previously private moments—both at home
and on television—that have shaped the star’s
outlook. Honest and emotionally urgent, God
Bless This Mess is a reminder that true growth
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doesn’t come without strife—and it’s through
those dark, messy moments that self-acceptance
and love can bloom.
The Long Winter - Laura Ingalls Wilder
2016-03-08
The sixth book in Laura Ingalls Wilder’s
treasured Little House series, and the recipient
of a Newbery Honor—now available as an ebook!
This digital version features Garth Williams’s
classic illustrations, which appear in vibrant full
color on a full-color device and in rich black-andwhite on all other devices. The town of De Smet
in the Dakota Territory is hit with terrible
blizzards in the hard winter of 1880-81, and the
Ingalls family must ration their food and coal.
When the supply train doesn’t arrive, all supplies
are cut off from the outside. Soon there is almost
no food left, so young Almanzo Wilder and a
friend must make a dangerous trip in search of
provisions. The nine Little House books are
inspired by Laura’s own childhood and have
been cherished by generations of readers as

both a unique glimpse into America’s frontier
history and as heartwarming, unforgettable
stories.
The First Four Years - Laura Ingalls Wilder
1973
During their first four years of marriage, Laura
and Almanzo Wilder have a child and fight a
losing battle in their attempts to succeed at
farming on the South Dakota prairie. The story
of their journey from South Dakota to
Mansefield, Missouri five years later is told in an
epilogue written by their daughter.
Pioneer Girl - William Anderson 2000-02-02
The pioneer spirit lives on... Readers around the
world know and love Laura, the little girl born in
the Big Woods of Wisconsin and raised in
covered wagons and on wide open prairies. Now
Little House fans can learn more about "Halfpint" in this, the first picture book biography
book of Laura Ingalls Wilder. With a simple,
glowing text by noted historian and Little House
scholar William Anderson, and glorious paintings
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by Dan Andreasen, Pioneer Girl is a very special
portrait of a writer whose classic books and
poineer adventures have made her one of the
most popular literary figures in America. This
picture-book biography of Laura Ingalls Wilder
tells the remarkable story of the pioneer girl
who would one day immortalize her adventures
in the beloved Little House books. Written in
simple, glowing text by noted Little House
scholar William Anderson, and illustrated with
glorious paintings by artist Dan Andreasen, this
wonderful first biography captures the very
essence of the little girl called ‘Half-pint,' whose
classic books and pioneer adventures have made
her one of the most popular literary figures in
America. This picture-book biography of Laura
Ingalls Wilder tells the remarkable story of the
pioneer girl who would one day immortalize her
adventures in the beloved Little House books.
Written in simple, glowing text by noted Little
House scholar William Anderson, and illustrated
with glorious paintings by artist Dan Andreasen,

this wonderful first biography captures the very
essence of the little girl called ‘Half-pint,’ whose
classic books and pioneer adventures have made
her one of the most popular literary figures in
America.
Bedtime for Laura - Laura Ingalls Wilder
1996-09-19
Laura goes to bed to Pa's fiddle music
Going West - Laura Ingalls Wilder 1997-09-06
The Little House books tell the story of a little
pioneer girl and her family as they travled by
covered wagon across the Midwest. Laura
Ingalls Wilder's classic books, illustrated with
Garth Williams' timeless artwork, have been
cherished by millions of readers ever since they
were first published over sixity years ago. It’s a
fond good-bye to the Big Woods as Laura and
her family pack up the covered wagon and begin
their journey westward to the prairie in this
latest addition to the best-selling My First Little
House Books series. Renée Graef’s enchanting
full-color illustrations, inspired by Garth
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Williams’s classic artwork, bring Laura and her
family lovingly to life in this seventh title in the
My First Little House Books series, picture
books adapted from Laura Ingalls Wilder’s
beloved storybooks.
Speak - Laurie Halse Anderson 2011-05-10
The extraordinary, groundbreaking novel from
Laurie Halse Anderson, with more than 2.5
million copies sold! The first ten lies they tell you
in high school. "Speak up for yourself--we want
to know what you have to say." From the first
moment of her freshman year at Merryweather
High, Melinda knows this is a big fat lie, part of
the nonsense of high school. She is friendless,
outcast, because she busted an end-of-summer
party by calling the cops, so now nobody will
talk to her, let alone listen to her. As time
passes, she becomes increasingly isolated and
practically stops talking altogether. Only her art
class offers any solace, and it is through her
work on an art project that she is finally able to
face what really happened at that terrible party:

she was raped by an upperclassman, a guy who
still attends Merryweather and is still a threat to
her. Her healing process has just begun when
she has another violent encounter with him. But
this time Melinda fights back, refuses to be
silent, and thereby achieves a measure of
vindication. In Laurie Halse Anderson's powerful
novel, an utterly believable heroine with a
bitterly ironic voice delivers a blow to the
hypocritical world of high school. She speaks for
many a disenfranchised teenager while
demonstrating the importance of speaking up for
oneself. Speak was a 1999 National Book Award
Finalist for Young People's Literature.
On the Banks of the Bayou - Roger Lea
MacBride 1998-09-19
The Little House books have captivated
generations of readers with their story of the
little pioneer girl Laura Ingalls growing LIP on
the American frontier. Now the Little House
story continues with The Rose Years, books that
tell the story of Laura and Almanzo Wilder's
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daughter, Rose. The first six books in the series
describe the Wilders' journey to Missouri, their
first three years on Rocky Ridge Farm. and their
move to the town of Mansfield. In this latest
Rose Years title, a whole new world opens LIP
for Rose when she leaves Rocky Ridge Farm and
moves to Louisiana to live with her aunt Eliza
Jane. Rose is sixteen now, and she thrives in a
city brimming with excitement and adventure.
Rose even finds herself becoming an
independent young woman with her own ideas,
ambitions, and dreams. ON THE BANKS OF THE
BAYOU continues the story that Laura Ingalls
Wilder began more than sixty years ago -- a story
whose wonder and adventure have charmed
millions of readers.
The Book Woman of Troublesome Creek Kim Michele Richardson 2019-05-07
RECOMMENDED BY DOLLY PARTON IN
PEOPLE MAGAZINE! A NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER A USA TODAY BESTSELLER A
LOS ANGELES TIMES BESTSELLER A PBS

BOOK PICK The bestselling historical fiction
novel from Kim Michele Richardson, this is a
novel following Cussy Mary, a packhorse
librarian and her quest to bring books to the
Appalachian community she loves, perfect for
readers of William Kent Kreuger and Lisa
Wingate. The perfect addition to your next book
club! The hardscrabble folks of Troublesome
Creek have to scrap for everything—everything
except books, that is. Thanks to Roosevelt's
Kentucky Pack Horse Library Project,
Troublesome's got its very own traveling
librarian, Cussy Mary Carter. Cussy's not only a
book woman, however, she's also the last of her
kind, her skin a shade of blue unlike most
anyone else. Not everyone is keen on Cussy's
family or the Library Project, and a Blue is often
blamed for any whiff of trouble. If Cussy wants
to bring the joy of books to the hill folks, she's
going to have to confront prejudice as old as the
Appalachias and suspicion as deep as the holler.
Inspired by the true blue-skinned people of
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Kentucky and the brave and dedicated Kentucky
Pack Horse library service of the 1930s, The
Book Woman of Troublesome Creek is a story of
raw courage, fierce strength, and one woman's
belief that books can carry us anywhere—even
back home. Look for The Book Woman's
Daughter, the next novel from Kim Michele
Richardson coming in May 2022. Other
Bestselling Historical Fiction from Sourcebooks
Landmark: The Mystery of Mrs. Christie by
Marie Benedict The Engineer's Wife by Tracey
Enerson Wood Sold on a Monday by Kristina
McMorris
Bachelor Girl - Roger Lea MacBride
1999-09-22
In this eighth and final book of the Rose Years
series, Rose has become an independent young
woman. She leaves RockyRidge Farm, first for
Kansas City to learn how to be a telegrapher,
then for San Francisco. Her dream is to work for
ayear or two, save a little money, and then marry
Paul Cooley, her childhood sweetheart. But the

big city has all sorts ofsurprises in store for
Rose, and she finds that she's destined to travel
a road she never even imagined.
New Dawn on Rocky Ridge - Roger Lea
MacBride 1997-10-04
It’s a big year for thirteen-year-old Rose and her
family as they witness the turn of the century
and, after years of hard work, experience their
first apple harvest out on Rocky Ridge farm. And
as her feelings for Paul grow stronger, there are
even signs of romance in the air for Rose. It’s a
time for new beginnings in New Dawn on Rocky
Ridge, the sixth book in the Rocky Ridge series
continuing the story that Laura Ingalls Wilder
told of her own childhood, a story that has
charmed generations of readers.
School Days - Laura Ingalls Wilder 1997-03-28
School Days School is always exciting for Laura
Ingalls and her sisters. Laura knows that
learning can be fun, and there are so many
friends to play with at recess! The Laura
Chapter Books are part of an ongoing series of
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Little House Chapter Books.
Little Town in the Ozarks - Roger Lea MacBride
1996-08-30
The Little House books have captivated
generations of readers with their story of the
little pioneer girl Laura Ingalls growing up on
the American frontier. Now the Little House
story continues with The Rocky Ridge Years,
books that tell the story of Laura and Almanzo
Wilder's daughter, Rose. The first four books in
the Series, Little House on Rocky Ridge, Little
Farm In The Ozarks, In The Land Of The Big Red
Apple, and On The Other Side Of the Hill,
describe the Wilders' covered-wagon journey to
Missouri and their first three years in their new
farmhouse,Little Town In The Ozarks continues
their story, as hard times on the farm force Rose
and her family to move to the town of Mansfield.
Life in town is so different from living on Rocky
Ridge Farm that Rose wonders if she will ever
learn to like the hustle and bustle of town life.
Little Town In The Ozarks continues the story

that Laura Ingalls Wilder began more than sixty
years ago -- a story whose wonder and adventure
have charmed millions of readers.
Little House on the Prairie - Laura Ingalls
Wilder 2016-03-08
The third book in Laura Ingalls Wilder's
treasured Little House series—now available as
an ebook! This digital version features Garth
Williams's classic illustrations, which appear in
vibrant full color on a full-color device and in
rich black-and-white on all other devices. The
adventures continue for Laura Ingalls and her
family as they leave their little house in the Big
Woods of Wisconsin and set out for the big skies
of the Kansas Territory. They travel for many
days in their covered wagon until they find the
best spot to build their house. Soon they are
planting and plowing, hunting wild ducks and
turkeys, and gathering grass for their cows. Just
when they begin to feel settled, they are caught
in the middle of a dangerous conflict. The nine
Little House books are inspired by Laura's own
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childhood and have been cherished by
generations of readers as both a unique glimpse
into America's frontier history and as
heartwarming, unforgettable stories.
The Historian - Elizabeth Kostova 2005-06-01
The record-breaking phenomenon from
Elizabeth Kostova is a celebrated masterpiece
that "refashioned the vampire myth into a
compelling contemporary novel, a late-night
page-turner" (San Francisco Chronicle).
Breathtakingly suspenseful and beautifully
written, The Historian is the story of a young
woman plunged into a labyrinth where the
secrets of her family’s past connect to an
inconceivable evil: the dark fifteenth-century
reign of Vlad the Impaler and a time-defying
pact that may have kept his awful work alive
through the ages. The search for the truth
becomes an adventure of monumental
proportions, taking us from monasteries and
dusty libraries to the capitals of Eastern
Europe—in a feat of storytelling so rich, so

hypnotic, so exciting that it has enthralled
readers around the world. “Part thriller, part
history, part romance...Kostova has a keen sense
of storytelling and she has a marvelous tale to
tell.” —Baltimore Sun
Arc of Justice - Kevin Boyle 2007-04-01
An electrifying story of the sensational murder
trial that divided a city and ignited the civil
rights struggle In 1925, Detroit was a smoky
swirl of jazz and speakeasies, assembly lines and
fistfights. The advent of automobiles had
brought workers from around the globe to
compete for manufacturing jobs, and tensions
often flared with the KKK in ascendance and
violence rising. Ossian Sweet, a proud Negro
doctor-grandson of a slave-had made the long
climb from the ghetto to a home of his own in a
previously all-white neighborhood. Yet just after
his arrival, a mob gathered outside his house;
suddenly, shots rang out: Sweet, or one of his
defenders, had accidentally killed one of the
whites threatening their lives and homes. And so
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it began-a chain of events that brought
America's greatest attorney, Clarence Darrow,
into the fray and transformed Sweet into a
controversial symbol of equality. Historian Kevin
Boyle weaves the police investigation and
courtroom drama of Sweet's murder trial into an
unforgettable tapestry of narrative history that
documents the volatile America of the 1920s and
movingly re-creates the Sweet family's journey
from slavery through the Great Migration to the
middle class. Ossian Sweet's story, so richly and
poignantly captured here, is an epic tale of one
man trapped by the battles of his era's changing
times. Arc of Justice is the winner of the 2004
National Book Award for Nonfiction.
These Happy Golden Years - Laura Ingalls
Wilder 2016-03-08
The eighth book in Laura Ingalls Wilder's
treasured Little House series, and the recipient
of a Newbery Honor—now available as an ebook!
This digital version features Garth Williams's
classic illustrations, which appear in vibrant full

color on a full-color device and in rich black-andwhite on all other devices. Fifteen-year-old
Laura lives apart from her family for the first
time, teaching school in a claim shanty twelve
miles from home. She is very homesick, but she
knows that her earnings can help pay for her
sister Mary's tuition at the college for the blind.
Only one thing gets her through the lonely
weeks—every weekend, Almanzo Wilder arrives
at the school to take Laura home for a visit.
Friendship soon turns to love for Laura and
Almanzo. The nine Little House books are
inspired by Laura's own childhood and have
been cherished by generations of readers as
both a unique glimpse into America's frontier
history and as heartwarming, unforgettable
stories.
Santa Comes to Little House - Laura Ingalls
Wilder 2004-10-12
Mr. Edwards helps Laura and her family
celebrate a happy Christmas on the prairie.
My Book of Little House Paper Dolls - Laura
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Ingalls Wilder 1997-04-17
Bring Laura's pioneer adventures to life with this
latest collection of paper dolls adapted from the
"Little House on the Prairie" series. Join Laura
as she travels to the wide-open Kansas prairie
and plays in the high prairie grass. With Laura,
Mary, Ma, Pa, Baby Carrie, Jack and even Mr.
Edwards, this newest collection is sure to bring
hours of enjoyment.
Hard Times on the Prairie - Laura Ingalls
Wilder 1998-04-01
Laura and her pioneer family struggle against
hardships on the Kansas frontier, including a
prairie fire, a grasshopper invasion, and a
blizzard.
Winter Days in the Big Woods - Laura Ingalls
Wilder 1995-09-15
Laura helps Ma and Pa make the little log cabin
snug and cozy for the snowy days ahead. 1994
"Pick of the Lists" (ABA)

Farmer Boy Days - Laura Ingalls Wilder 1998-01
As he grows up on his family's farm in New York,
Almanzo Wilder dreams of having a colt of his
own.
Locked in Time - Lois Duncan 2011-10-03
Nore Roberts didn't ask for a new life, but now
that her mom is gone and her dad is newly
married, she has to settle in at Shadow Grove,
the old Civil War mansion her stepfamily calls
home. When she meets her stepmother, Lisette,
Nore is shocked by her youth and beauty that
gives her chills- and a hint of something sinister.
There's hope of becoming friends with her
stepbrother and sister, until Nore realizes
they're hiding something. When she begins to
feel like the target of a deadly plan, Nore starts
digging into her stepfamily's past. The skeletons
in their closet are more real than she ever
imagined. Can Nore expose her stepmother's
dark secret before an old and evil magic
swallows her up?
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